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An HPspmd Programming ModelExtended AbstratBryan Carpenter, Geo�rey Fox and Guansong ZhangNortheast Parallel Arhitetures Centre,Syrause University,111 College Plae,Syrause, New York 13244-410fdb,gf,zgsg�npa.syr.eduMay 19, 2000AbstratBuilding on researh arried out in the Parallel Compiler RuntimeConsortium (PCRC) projet, this artile disusses a language model thatombines harateristi data-parallel features from the HPF standard withan expliitly SPMD programming style. This model, whih we all theHPspmd model, is designed to failitate diret alls to established librariesfor parallel programming with distributed data. We desribe a Java-basedHPspmd language alled HPJava.1 IntrodutionData parallel programming languages have always held a speial position in thehigh-performane omputing world. The basi implementation issues relatedto this paradigm are well understood. However, the hoie of high-level pro-gramming environment, partiularly for modern MIMD arhitetures, remainsunertain. Six years ago the High Performane Fortran Forum published the�rst standardized de�nition of a language for data parallel programming [13, 15℄.In the intervening period onsiderable progress has been made in HPF ompilertehnology, and the HPF language de�nition has been extended and revised inresponse to demands of ompiler-writers and end-users [11℄. Yet it seems tobe the ase that most programmers developing parallel appliations|or envi-ronments for parallel appliation development|do not ode in HPF. The slow1



uptake of HPF an be attributed in part to immaturity in the urrent gener-ation of ompilers. But it seems likely that many programmers are atuallymore omfortable with the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) program-ming style, perhaps beause the e�et of exeuting an SPMD program is moreontrollable, and the proess of tuning for eÆieny is more intuitive.Of ourse SPMD programming has been very suessful. There are ountlessappliations written in the most basi SPMD style, using diret message-passingthrough MPI [16℄ or similar low-level pakages. Many higher-level parallel pro-gramming environments and libraries assume the SPMD style as their basimodel. Examples inlude SaLAPACK [4℄, PetS [2℄, DAGH [19℄, Kelp [10℄,the Global Array Toolkit [17℄ and NWChem [3℄. While there remains a prej-udie that HPF is best suited for problems with very regular data struturesand regular data aess patterns, SPMD frameworks like DAGH and Kelp havebeen designed to deal diretly with irregularly distributed data, and other li-braries like CHAOS/PARTI [8℄ and Global Arrays support unstrutured aessto distributed arrays.These suesses aside, the library-based SPMD approah to data-parallelprogramming ertainly laks the uniformity and elegane of HPF. All the en-vironments referred to above have some idea of a distributed array, but theyall desribe those arrays di�erently. Compared with HPF, reating distributedarrays and aessing their loal and remote elements is lumsy and error-prone.Beause the arrays are managed entirely in libraries, the ompiler o�ers littlesupport and no safety net of ompile-time heking.This artile disusses a lass of programming languages that borrow er-tain ideas, various run-time tehnologies, and some ompilation tehniques fromHPF, but relinquish some of its basi tenets. In partiular they forgo the prin-iples that the programmer should write in a language with (logially) a singleglobal thread of ontrol, and that the ompiler should determine automatiallywhih proessor exeutes individual omputations in a program, then automat-ially insert ommuniations if an individual omputation involves aesses isto non-loal array elements.If these assumptions are removed from the HPF model, does anything usefulremain? We argue \yes". What will be retained is an expliitly MIMD (SPMD)programming model omplemented by syntax for representing distributed ar-rays, and syntax for expressing that ertain omputations are loalized to er-tain proessors, inluding syntax for a distributed form of the parallel loop. Thelaim is that these features are adequate to make alls to various data-parallellibraries, inluding appliation-oriented libraries and high-level libraries for om-muniation, about as onvenient as, say, making a all to an array transforma-tional intrinsi funtion in Fortran 90. Besides their advantages as a frameworkfor library usage, the resulting programming languages an onveniently ex-press various pratial data-parallel algorithms. The resulting framework mayalso have better prospets for dealing e�etively with irregular problems thanis the ase for HPF. 2



2 HPspmd language extensionsWe aim to provide a exible hybrid of the data parallel and low-level SPMDparadigms. To this end HPF-like distributed arrays appear as language primi-tives. But a design deision is made that all aess to non-loal array elementsshould go through library funtions|either alls to a olletive ommuniationlibrary, or simply get and put funtions for aess to remote bloks of a dis-tributed array. Clearly this deision puts an extra onus on the programmer; butmaking ommuniation expliit enourages the programmer to write algorithmsthat exploit loality, and simpli�es the task of the ompiler writer.For the newomer to HPF, one of its advantages lies in the fat that the e�etof a partiular operation is logially idential to its e�et in the orrespondingsequential program. Assuming programmers understand onventional Fortran,it is very easy for them to understand the behaviour of a program at the levelof what values are held in program variables, and the �nal results of proeduresand programs. Unfortunately, the ease of understanding this \value semantis"of a program is ounterbalaned by the diÆulty in knowing exatly how theompiler translated the program. Understanding the performane of an HPFprogram may require that the programmer have rather detailed knowledge ofhow arrays are distributed over proessor memories, and what strategy theompiler adopts for distributing omputations.The language model we disuss has a speial relationship to the HPF model,but the HPF-style semanti equivalene between the data-parallel program anda sequential program is abandoned in favour of a simple equivalene between thedata-parallel program and an MIMD (SPMD) program. Beause understandingan SPMD program is presumably more diÆult than understanding a sequentialprogram, our language may be slightly harder to learn and use than HPF. Butunderstanding performane of programs should be muh easier.The distributed arrays of an HPspmd language should be kept stritly sep-arate from ordinary arrays. They are a di�erent kind of objet, not type-ompatible with ordinary arrays. A property of the languages we desribe isthat if a setion of program text looks like program text from the unenhanedbase language (Fortran 90 or Java, for example), it is translated exatly asfor the base language|as loal sequential ode. Only statements involving theextended syntax are treated speially. This makes preproessor-based imple-mentation of the new languages straightforward, allows sequential library odeto be alled diretly, and gives programmers good ontrol over the generatedode|they an be on�dent no unexpeted overhead have been introdued intoode that looked like ordinary Fortran, for example.We adopt a distributed array model semantially equivalent to to the HPFdata model in terms of how elements are stored, the options for distribution andalignment, and failities for desribing regular setions of arrays. Distributedarrays may be subsripted with global subsripts, as in HPF. But an arrayelement referene must not imply aess to a value held on a di�erent proessor.3



We sometimes refer to this restrition as the SPMD onstraint. To simplify thetask of the programmer, who must be sure aessed elements are held loally, thelanguages an add distributed ontrol onstruts. These play a role somethinglike the ON HOME diretives of HPF 2.0 and earlier data parallel languages [14℄.One speial ontrol onstrut|a distributed parallel loop|failitates traversalof loally held elements from a group of aligned arrays.A Java instantiation (HPJava) of this HPspmd language model has beendesribed in [6℄. A brief review is given in setion 4. In [5℄ we have outlinedpossible syntax extensions to Fortran to provide similar semantis to HPJava.3 Integration of high-level librariesLibraries are at the heart of our HPspmd model. From one point of view, thelanguage extensions are simply a framework for invoking libraries that operateon distributed arrays. Hene an essential omponent of the ongoing work isde�nition of a series of bindings from HPspmd languages to established SPMDlibraries and environments. Beause the language model is expliitly SPMD,suh bindings are a more straightforward proposition than in HPF, where onetypially has to pass some extrinsi interfae barrier before invoking SPMD-stylefuntions.We an group the existing SPMD libraries for data parallel programming intothree ategories. In the �rst ategory we have libraries like SaLAPACK [4℄ andPetS [2℄ where the primary fous is similar to onventional numerial libraries|providing implementations of standard matrix algorithms (say) but operatingon elements in regularly distributed arrays. We assume that designing HPspmdinterfaes to this kind of pakage will be relatively straightforward. SaLAPACKfor example, provides linear algebra routines for distributed-memory omputers.These routines operate on distributed arrays|spei�ally, distributed matries.The distribution formats supported are restrited to two-dimensional blok-yli distribution for dense matries and one-dimensional blok distributionfor narrow-band matries. Sine both these distribution formats are supportedby HPspmd, using SaLAPACK routines from the HPspmd framework shouldpresent no fundamental diÆulties.In a seond ategory we plae libraries oneived primarily as underlying sup-port for general parallel programs with regular distributed arrays. They empha-size high-level ommuniation primitives for partiular styles of programming,rather than spei� numerial algorithms. These libraries inlude ompiler run-time libraries like Multiblok Parti [1℄ and Adlib [21℄, and appliation-levellibraries like the Global Array toolkit [17℄. Adlib is a runtime library that wasdesigned to support HPF translation. It provides ommuniation primitivessimilar to Multiblok PARTI, plus the Fortran 90 transformational intrinsisfor arithmeti on distributed arrays. The Global Array (GA) toolkit, developedat Pai� Northwest National Lab, provides an eÆient and portable \shared-4



memory" programming interfae for distributed-memory omputers. Eah pro-ess in a MIMD parallel program an asynhronously aess logial bloks ofdistributed arrays, without need for expliit ooperation by other proesses(\one-sided ommuniation"). Besides providing a more tratable interfae forreation of multidimensional distributed arrays, our syntax extensions shouldprovide a more onvenient interfae to primitives like ga get, whih opies apath of a global array to a loal array.Regular problems (suh as the linear algebra examples in setion 4) are animportant subset of parallel appliations, but of ourse they are far from exlu-sive. Many important problems involve data strutures too irregular to representpurely through HPF-style distributed arrays. Our third ategory of librariestherefore inludes libraries designed to support irregular problems. These in-lude CHAOS [8℄ and DAGH [19℄. We antiipate that irregular problems willstill bene�t from regular data-parallel language extensions|at some level theyusually resort to representations involving regular arrays. But lower level SPMDprogramming, failitated by speialized lass libraries, is likely to take a moreimportant role. For an HPspmd binding of the CHAOS/PARTI library, forexample, the simplest assumption is that the preproessing phases yield newarrays. Indiretion arrays may well be left as HPspmd distributed arrays; dataarrays may be redued to ordinary Java arrays holding loal elements. Paral-lel loops of an exeutor phase an then be expressed using overall onstruts.More advaned shemes may inorporate irregular maps into generalized arraydesriptors [11, 9, 7℄ and require extensions to the baseline HPspmd languagemodel.4 HPJava|an HPspmd languageHPJava [6℄ is an instane of our HPsmpd language model. HPJava extendsits base language, Java, by adding some prede�ned lasses and some additionalsyntax for dealing with distributed arrays.As explained in the previous setion, the underlying distributed array modelis equivalent to the HPF array model. Array mapping is desribed in termsof a slightly di�erent set of basi onepts. Proess group objets generalizethe proessor arrangements of HPF. Distributed range objets are used insteadHPF templates. A distributed range is omparable with a single dimension ofan HPF template. These substitutions are a hange of parametrization only.Groups and ranges �t better with our distributed ontrol onstruts.Figure 1 is a simple example of an HPJava program. It illustrates reation ofdistributed arrays, and aess to their elements. The lass Pros2 is a standardlibrary lass derived from the speial base lass Group. It represents a two-dimensional grid of proesses. Similarly the distributed range lass BlokRangeis a library lass derived from the speial lass Range; it denotes a range ofsubsripts distributed with BLOCK distribution format over a spei� proess5



Pros2 p = new Pros2(P, P) ;on(p) {Range x = new BlokRange(M, p.dim(0)) ;Range y = new BlokRange(N, p.dim(1)) ;float [[,℄℄ a = new float [[x, y℄℄, b = new float [[x, y℄℄, = new float [[x, y℄℄ ;... initialize values in `a', `b'overall(i = x for :)overall(j = y for :) [i, j℄ = a [i, j℄ + b [i, j℄ ;} Figure 1: A parallel matrix addition.dimension. Proess dimensions assoiated with a grid are returned by the dim()inquiry. The on(p) onstrut is a new ontrol onstrut speifying that theenlosed ations are performed only by proesses in group p.The variables a, b and  are all distributed array objets. The type signatureof an r-dimensional distributed array involves double brakets surrounding romma-separated slots. The onstrutors speify that these all have ranges xand y|they are all M by N arrays, blok-distributed over p.A seond new ontrol onstrut, overall, implements a distributed parallelloop. The onstruts here iterate over all loations (seleted by the degenerateinterval \ : ") of ranges x and y. The symbols i and j soped by these on-struts are bound loations. In HPF, a distributed array element is referenedusing integer subsripts, like an ordinary array. In HPJava, with a ouple ofexeptions noted below, the subsripts in element referenes must be boundloations, and these must be loations in the range assoiated with the arraydimension. This rather drasti restrition is a prinipal means of ensuring thatreferened array elements are held loally.The general poliy is relaxed slightly to simplify oding of stenil updates.A subsript an be a shifted loation. Usually this is only legal if the subsriptedarray is delared with suitable ghost regions [12℄. Figure 2 illustrates the use ofthe library lass ExtBlokRange to reate arrays with ghost extensions (in thisase, extensions of width 1 on either side of the loally held \physial" segment).The ommuniation library routine Adlib.writeHalo updates the ghost region.This example also illustrates appliation of a post�x bakquote operator to abound loation. The expression i` (read \i-primed") yields the integer globalloop index.Distributed arrays an be de�ned with some sequential dimensions. The6



Pros2 p = new Pros2(P, P) ;on(p) {Range x = new ExtBlokRange(N, p.dim(0), 1, 1) ;Range y = new ExtBlokRange(N, p.dim(1), 1, 1) ;float [[,℄℄ u = new float [[x, y℄℄ ;... some ode to initialise `u'for(int iter = 0 ; iter < NITER ; iter++) {Adlib.writeHalo(u) ;overall(i = x for 1 : N - 2)overall(j = y for 1 + (i` + iter) % 2 : N - 2 : 2)u [i, j℄ = 0.25 * (u [i - 1, j℄ + u [i + 1, j℄ +u [i, j - 1℄ + u [i, j + 1℄) ;}} Figure 2: Red-blak iteration.sequential attribute of an array dimension is agged by an asterisk in the typesignature. As illustrated in Figure 3, element referene subsripts in sequentialdimensions an be ordinary integer expressions.The short examples here have already overed muh of the speial syn-tax of HPJava. Other signi�ant extensions allow Fortran-90-like setions ofdistributed arrays. This, in turn, fores us to de�ne ertain subranges andsubgroups. Arrays onstruted diretly using subgroups and subranges an re-produe all the alignment options of HPF. In any ase, the language itself isrelatively simple. Complexities assoiated with varied and irregular patterns ofommuniation are dealt with in libraries. These an implement many riheroperations than the writeHalo and shift funtions of the examples.5 ConlusionsIn this artile we disussed motivations for introduing an HPspmd program-ming model: a SPMD framework for using libraries based on distributed arrays.It adopts the model of distributed arrays standardized by the HPF Forum, butrelinquishes the high-level single-threaded model of the HPF language. Thismakes ompilers or translators for the HPspmd-extended languages a relativelystraightforward proposition. As a onrete example, we desribed the spei�syntax of HPJava. 7



Pros1 p = new Pros1(P) ;on(p) {Range x = new BlokRange(N, p.dim(0)) ;float [[,*℄℄ a = new float [[x, N℄℄,  = new float [[x, N℄℄ ;float [[*,℄℄ b = new float [[N, x℄℄, tmp = new float [[N, x℄℄ ;... initialize `a', `b'for(int s = 0 ; s < N ; s++) {overall(i = x for :) {float sum = 0 ;for(int j = 0 ; j < N ; j++)sum += a [i, j℄ * b [j, i℄ ; [i, (i` + s) % N℄ = sum ;}// ylially shift `b' (by amount 1 in x dim)...Adlib.shift(tmp, b, 1, 1) ;HPspmd.opy(b, tmp) ;}} Figure 3: A pipelined matrix multipliation program.Two reent languages that have some similarities to our HPspmd languagesare F- - and ZPL. F- - [18℄ is an extended Fortran dialet for SPMD program-ming. The approah is di�erent to the one proposed here. There is no analogueof global subsripts, or HPF-like distribution formats. In F- - the logial model ofommuniation is built into the language|remote memory aess with intrinsisfor synhronization|where our basi philosophy is to provide ommuniationthrough separate libraries. ZPL [20℄ is a array parallel programming languagefor sienti� omputations. It has a onstrut for performing omputations overa region, or set of indies, quite similar to our overall onstrut. Communiationis more expliit than HPF, but not as expliit as in the language disussed inthis artile.At the time of writing the HPJava translator is partially operational. On-going work will omplete the funtionality, and add some optimization for thegenerated ode. The language de�nition alls for full ompile-time or runtimeheking of the onstraints on loality of referene. The translator will be en-8
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